JOHN ZARADIN PROLOGUE

I believe part of being a good story teller and to create a believable story is to own the capability to imagine your characters and to "be" them. The authenticity is put into by personal experience - for example my brother-in-law was affected with Down Syndrome and my PhD work involved disability studies- the mixture of all those factors aided in the creation of Perry. Thanks for a great question!

HI Chloe, Katie

Dear Hailey - Thanks! I'm so happy to know that.

I think it was Muhtar. Remember he have been unhappy with just how his family behaved while he was in a coma. He disapproved of his son's latest marriage attempt, divorced his wife, and had generally been making mysterious statements,or silences in what he'd do next.Isn't that what she wanted all along?

That is dependent upon what you mean by misogyny.

I think we always underestimate and have such low expectations for teens. These said teens would be the people watching some pretty torrid movies, and who live on earth where gender is now subdivided into so many categories I have to help keep looking them up. What's wrong with reading something expects .... and can teach..... emotional maturity? I learned a lot about appropriate and inappropriate emotional responses from reading fiction as a preteen and teen. Don't hesitate of what these young gals should come up with. I say, select it.

Hello Mark, I don't have a certain answer for you. I know where I do want to take the story, but I don't understand how many steps it will decide to try get there. Some concerns has been voiced by readers that considering that the eleventh book is entitled "Nua'll" that it could be the series'end. I've been assuring my readers that it's not the case. In addition, I'm speaking of the stories'primary character, Alex Racine. You will find other Silver Ships characters and subplots, which I need to explore, such as a come back to Sol. Thanks for the question, Mark!

I am currently working on a book called The Jet Necklace. It is a story about the Norse incursions into Cait, in the north of Scotland and how one woman holds the secret to defeating them and bringing back peace to her mothers homeland.

Absolutely, especially when the person in question is well-read. One does not must be a historian in order to read this book, just slightly knowledgeable about how a society worked throughout the Ancient Rome. The reality are presented really relaxed manner and the story easily keeps attention of the reader. Were you hungry when you wrote this? Now I'm hungry, thanks a lot. Lol!

I have always loved Grisham's books. Except this one. I couldn't bring myself to value the characters or the end result though I did manage to finish it and it wound up overdue so I owe money to the library. I cared more in regards to the characters and outcome of the next book I started within just a couple of pages. The characters in The Rooster Bar just didn't seem three-dimensional to me.

Not in that one, but the one that develops in the second book, Servant of the Empire, is just a rather powerful manifestation of the trilogy's main theme. I highly recommend these books.

I work for a book store and received an enhanced copy. Not by any means appropriate for kids. This is for adults. Full stop.

You have to take a seat and face the blank screen or page and not do anything else. Plus it helps you to disconnect from the Internet. Following a half hour, something should come out. I also think it is helps to select walks, or if tired, take a nap. I could possibly get insights during those times. I've posted more on that topic here:

It is definitely a collection of these 3 novellas with a new epilogue added, I wrote the publisher warning that they may have some folks upset expecting new stories when this really is just 3 previous works put in 1 cover with a 10 page epilogue added that actually adds very little. I anticipate a new story soon I hope.
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I'm reading Quillon's Covert now and it is fantastic. Will it be up on Amazon?

"Night Road" was my first read. From that day on I was hooked and a self proclaimed "Kristin Hannah Mega Fan". I have multiple copies of a few so I can keep one and loan the other out. I have always thought that your books would make an amazing movie. I would love to see the comparison from what I imagine while reading to what you have. Any plans for the future?

Wow what a story! It was brilliant on all levels. I loved the romance and the history as well as the archaeological aspects.

You once said that you wrote The Magicians under the influence of Brideshead Revisited and Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell. I think those are the ones. What are some examples of the way these books inspired you? Do they continue to inspire the trilogy?

Is Searching For Sky a sequel if so what will be the next book name?

I haven't read the book. can you give copy of this?

How can I request an ARC of your book Maybe This Time? I talk all things books on my Instagram, and I'm doing a book about WW1, and I've noticed several mentions that Kansas and Missouri National Guard (or militia) officers were elected by the troops (including in your book). I've found nothing to back that up and wonder: Can enlighten me as to the source of that info.

OK I'm from the UK and I am getting on in age so my ignorance could be due to either fact. I know who Freddy Prinze Junior is, but can you please tell me what the heck he did??? It may have been explained in the book but I missed it

Who are Jessie's friends?

Hello Tracey, If you were given a choice, whom would you pick out as leads for "On the Island"?

I have read Dare You To, Crash Into You, and Take Me On. I absolutely love your books. I can't wait to read more from you!! Please continue writing.
You're such a great author!! What's going to happen in Noah and Echo's next story??

John Zaradin Prologue I haven't read the first two books in the series in a long time. So, can someone please remind me who Cash is? Is Catarina a new character?

Susie from Oz :) 

I have looked everywhere online and cannot find this book. It's not available on Amazon, the link to the Tor site is a 404, and I didn't find it on Google Books. The closest I got was the first 8 pages on Google Books: https://books.google.com/books?id=8TlkAwAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false. Help, please!

P.S I loved my life next door so much.

I've been following you since BoY was coming out on fictionpress. When you ended it and said there'd be no sequel I cried a little. My question is: why decide to write a sequel? and will it be the HEA we all want (don't answer this!!! I want to read and find out!!!!! I asked because I HAD TO)??

John Zaradin Prologue I love all your books, where do you get your ideas for your stories and how and where do you get your inspiration for them?

- ¿Por qué aparece una imagen tipo cómic en tu poster junto a tu nombre y al pincharla aparece tu foto real de autora GR? ¿Qué tipo de magia es esa? 
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